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“Who is the winner of the 2024 Olympic Games in discipline x?”

David Guez

My work is driven by a recurring question: how can technologies modify our
relationship with time and our memory?
My first question to Chatgpt was to ask about my future:What if AIs were
capable of predicting our future?
Thus, the theme “the rules of sport” of the Hors-Pistes 2024 festival at the
Center Pompidou inclined me to use AIs as a sporting oracle.
From a simple prompt “Who is the winner of the 2024 Olympic Games in
discipline x? ’, the AIs made the elements of the installation: a poster of the
faces of the winners as well as a video credits which lists their names by
discipline/country.
During the genesis of the project, I was able to realize the consequences of
such a collaboration. I therefore made the decision to pixelate the faces of this
future 'potential' manufactured by AIs, in particular to question the opacity of
their mechanisms: what are the origins of the resources used? How do the
algorithms that generate the images work? And are the results legally and
ethically valid?



Résumé

“Who is the winner of the 2024 Olympic Games in discipline x?”

By this simple prompt, David Guez asks AIs such as Chatgpt and Dall-E to
predict the results of the 2024 Olympic Games.
The installation includes a poster of the winners' faces as well as a video
credits which lists their names by discipline/country.
These faces of a potential future are pixelated to show the opacity of AI's
mechanisms, from the origin of the resources used to the legal validity of the
results generated.



Installation elements

1- The installation can be presented in 2 different ways:

Dual screen version

2 screens side by side

- A screen that displays a video
In the form of film credits, it lists the results of the 2024 Paris Olympics -
French/English
https://youtu.be/Gi4CKU-D8jI

- A second screen which displays a slideshow of pixelated images of the
winners
https://youtu.be/3mRx4i4X-_U

https://youtu.be/Gi4CKU-D8jI
https://youtu.be/3mRx4i4X-_U


Version PRINT + VIDEO

Impressions - Trombinoscope of winners

2 elements 2.92x1.25cm - reusable laminated wallpaper - glued on picture
rails

+
- A screen that displays a video
In the form of film credits, it lists the results of the 2024 Paris Olympics -
French/English
https://youtu.be/Gi4CKU-D8jI

https://youtu.be/Gi4CKU-D8jI
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VERSION 2

The installation will be exhibited in October 2024 at the Center Pompidou
Valence.
On this occasion, we will present a comparative video of the predictions for
2023 versus the real results of the Olympic Games of July/August 2024.
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David Guez is an artist and author.
It carries out projects whose two fundamental drivers are:
The notion of “link”: social link, link between different mediums and between
different practices, link associated with an idea of   otherness where new
technologies would be the means of exchanging with others.
The notion of “public”, in the most open sense of the term: “an art open and
available to all audiences” and in the political and social sense: “an art which
questions public and intimate freedoms and which offers alternatives”.
These two approaches allowed him to invent “objects” and “matrices” which
question contemporary subjects and their links with new technologies. These
include themes as varied as free media, science, psychoanalysis, the
relationship with time, collaborative uses of the Internet, problems of identity,
loss of freedom and questions of archiving.
Among its latest projects, A Collective Artificial Intelligence which fights with
the AIs of Google & Facebook, A temporal crypto currency in which time is the
basis of exchange, an independent web platform for artists and authors, a
virtual reality headset connected to the brain. These projects are presented in
France and abroad in art centers or festivals (Centre Pompidou, Jeu de
Paume, Gaiété Lyrique, ISEA, etc.).

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Haq6_6I47DFk8Ibf2oZWED7zSKKe_rVu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mUr7BeqUfwe8EWDowEEEw_KJYnQw52es
https://guez.org/
mailto:david@guez.org


Resources

Interview

“For the installation presented at the Center Pompidou, I asked new
generation artificial intelligences, such as ChatGPT, to predict the results of
the 2024 Olympic Games.
My point is to consider that we are definitively moving into a world governed
by IAS, which are nothing more than sophisticated algorithms, that is to say a
series of complex rules applied to quantities enormous amounts of collective
and individual data.
I think that ultimately, not only will the IAS be able to direct and control the
majority of our present, but that they will be able to decide on our future,
thanks to their ability to anticipate more and more finely the billions of
parameters to be their disposal, like the precogs in Minority Report.
Taking the example of the current rules of sport, I anticipate by a few years
what will happen to us, stuck between the fascination and the terror that it will
bring.

Podcast video on IAS

https://youtu.be/zJ6GJZcLx0A?feature=shared


